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Abstract. The expansions of the Green's function elk^~T'/1r — r'| in spherical and

spheroidal coordinate systems were studied by some researchers; however, because

of its complexity this kind of expansion has not been performed in a cylindrical

coordinate system. With the aid of the expressions of the Bessel functions J_Xp

and JXp and of the transformation from these functions to the spherical Bessel

functions, the author has analytically derived the expansion of the Green's function

in the cylindrical coordinate system.

1. Introduction. The expansion of the Green's function in a spherical coordinate

system can be written in the form [1,2]
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for r < r , (1)

where (r, 6 , <j>) and (/ , 6', <f>) are the spherical coordinates for the field and source

points, k is the wave number, jn and h{^] are the spherical Bessel and Hankel func-

tions of the first kind, respectively, Pn and P"' are the Legendre and the associated

Legendre functions of the first kind, respectively. In the case for r > r , just switch

in and hn]-

The expansion of the Green's function in a spheroidal coordinate system can be

expressed as [3]
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where (£, t], 4>) and (£', r/ , </>') are respectively the spheroidal coordinates for the

field and source points, R(^n and R(^n are respectively the spheroidal radial functions

of the first and third kinds, Smn are the spheroidal angular functions, 80m are the

Kronecker delta functions, the focal parameter c = ki in which I is the semi-focal

distance in the spheroidal coordinate system and Nmn is the normalization factor

defined in Flammer's book [3]. In the case £>£,', just switch R[^n and R{^n .

2. Expansion of the Green's function in a cylindrical coordinate system. The Green's

function in a cylindrical coordinate system can be obtained from the following deriva-

tive:
ik\r-r'\ i j ,

£ = 1 i \eik{T-r h (3)
|r — r'| [ik(z - z')]d{z - z')

where |r - r'| = [(z - z')2 + r2 + r'2 - 2rr' cos{<j> - 0')]1/2, in which (r, </>, z) and

{r , (j) , z) are the cylindrical coordinates for the field and source points.

In order to simplify the derivation, we designate

R = [(z - z')2 + r2 + r'2]l/2. (4)

From the Lommel's expansions of (Z + h)±v/2 Jv{y/Z + h) [4: Sec. 5.22], we have

  oo / i i\tn

(z + /I)""/2;,/(v/zTa) = ^ ^zJrz^+m)/2^+m(^) - l5-1)
m=0

(Z + h)"l2Jv{s/Z + h) = Y^ ^T"Z for Z + h ^ 0, (5.2)
m=0

where Jv is the Bessel function of order v .

Substituting Z = k2R2 and h = -2k2rr' cos(<f> - </>'), and then setting v =

and v = \ in Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), respectively, we obtain

k^'[R~ - 2/t'cos(</> - </>')]l/4i_1/2 R2 - 2 rr' cos((p - <f>)

= f; ~ *'nm „«.-«>,
m=0

k{,~[R2 - 2rr cos(<£ - <i*')]^4J\/2 (^k\JR2 ~ ~rr'cos(<t> -

(6.1;

= £ V C°^ ~ ^ (kRf~2m),2J{/2_JkR).
m=0

(6.2)

Expressions in Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) may be regarded as the real and imaginary parts

of y/2/ne,k^R ^2rr' cos{4'~'t' >. Thus, further simplifications for the combination of

Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) yield

i<V*;-2rr'cos(0-0') = ikR y cos" (<j>-</>') , (7)
>n'(kR)m~l
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where the following relations have been used:

\J nkR/2 [J_l/2+m{kR) + Jl/2_JkR)\ = (kR^j^kR) + i(-l)mj_JkR)]

(8)
By taking the derivative of Eq. (8) with respect to (z - z) and using the recursion

relations for the spherical Hankel functions of the first kind, the Green's function in

the cylindrical coordinate system is expanded as follows:

eik\r-A M/Jl ^

"fTTTT = ~R~ + lk2^ mUkR)m C0S {(t)~<P) exc^t{orr = r- W
' ' m= 1
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